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PART ONE: Ch. 1-10

Ch 1: Jeff talks about the success vs failure line a lot this chapter. On page 9 he talks
specifically about what it takes to succeed, and then keep succeeding. What is that?
Do you find yourself doing what 99.9% of what people do too? How do you course
correct that?

Ch 2: Pg 19: What is the missing ingredient? How can you put this into effect in your
life or how have you already done this in the past? How does your attitude affect
your outcome?

Ch 3: Jeff talks about various stories throughout this chapter: Which one made you
think most? Which one did you relate to most and why?

Ch 4: Pg 55-56: Why are results invisible? Short run vs long run results? 

Pg. 58: What does compound effect mean? How has this applied to you falling on the
success curve or the failure curve?
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Ch 6: What is the quantum leap? Why is it an issue? What are we missing that is
causing most to fail?

Ch 7: Pg 96: How is unhappiness created? How have you experienced this
personally?

Pg. 104: What are the 5 things that cultivate happiness? Which one’s will you apply
first or already do?

Ch 10: Pg 147: What effect does taking responsibility have on you? Think hard on
examples of this in your life; current or past. Think of exactly how you felt when you
made the choice of responsibility vs blame. 
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PART TWO: Ch. 11-18

Ch 11: Pg 163: Why do your dreams/aspirations make others uncomfortable?

Pg. 168: What did Jeff learn from funerals? Does this make you look at what you are
afraid of less scary?

Ch 13: Jeff talks about mentors in this section. Who was his mentor? Why did he
make such an impact on him? Who is your mentor and why?

Pg. 198: “We’re either building our own dreams — or building our nightmares.” An
important quote to think on. 

Ch 14 Pg 207: Why is a habit better to do once a day vs once a week?
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Ch 15 Pg 225: How does Jeff explain to get through a funk? Have you tried these
methods and found a solution that works for you? Is there something else you do
that you find helps?

Ch 16-18: fill out the various lists/tasks he asks us to. I want to cover as many of
them as we can before our speaker joins us. 
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